ABSTRACT. Given a closed n-manifold M n and a tuple of positive integers P, let upM be the P-spin of M. If M n ' f!. Sn and P f. Q (as unordered tuples), In this paper we study manifolds obtained by iterated p-spinning. The process of spinning was introduced by Artin [2] and generalized to p-spinning by Epstein [5] and Cappell [3] . As noticed by the latter, p+q-spinning is not in general the same as p-spinning followed by q-spinning. We expand on this remark of Cappell and show how to distinguish among the various iterated spins of a given manifold by means of their homology or the homology of their universal covers. As an application, we prove that successively spinning 3-manifolds in different ways produces manifolds with distinct homotopy types. Other applications concern homology spheres. For every n ~ 5, we construct homology n-spheres distinguished by their rth homotopy groups (2 :::; r :::; n 2 1), or by their first k-invariants. Finally, we discuss iterated spinning of knots.
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SPUN MANIFOLDS
Let M n , n ~ 1, be a closed, smooth n-manifold with basepoint *, and p a positive integer. Let D n be a fixed embedded disk in M n and let M; = M n \ int D n be a punctured copy of M. The p-spin of M is the closed, smooth n + p-manifold
In other words, GpM is obtained from M x sP by performing surgery on * x sP with trivial framing. If n ~ 3, then GpM has the same fundamental group as M by Van Kampen's theorem. Another nice feature of p-spinning is that it respects connected sums. Lemma 1.1 (Gordon [7] The process of p-spinning can of course be iterated. Given an r-tuple P = (PI' ... , P r ) , Pi > 0, we define the P-spin of M to be Spun 3-manifolds were studied in [13] , where it is shown that if M3 is oriented and geometric, then n I M determines the oriented homotopy type of rIl M .
We are now in position to describe the universal cover of the P-spin of M n , n ~ 3, in terms of the P-spin of the universal cover of Mn. This will generalize the description in Plotnick [10] , done there for n = 3 and p = 1 .
First consider rIpM. Let n = n I M ~ n I (rIpM). Then rIpM is obtained by taking the cover M x sP of M x sP and performing (equivariant) surgery on the Inl lifts of * x sP . That is,
The first surgery yields rIpM. The other Inl -1 surgeries are done on nullhomotopic SP's, so they add copies of Sn-I X Sp+1 . Therefore
Two particular cases are worth mentioning:
We now generalize to iterated spins.
Proof. We use the above formula, Lemmas 1.1 and 1.3, and induction on length
HOMOLOGY OF rI pM
In this section we compute the homology groups of rI pM and show how quite often they can be used to distinguish between rIpM and rIQM, if P -=f. Q. Of course, if 1P1-=f.IQI, then dimrIpM -=f. dimrIQM and there is nothing to prove.
So from now on we will implicitly assume IFI = IQI whenever we compare apM to aQM.
Proof. The Mayer-Vietoris sequence for the decomposition apM = Mo x sP us'-'xsP Sn-I X Jj'+1 reduces to the exact sequences
The result follows from the Kiinneth formula. 0 
Proof. It suffices to prove that H;(apMo) ~ EBR~P H;_IRI(M o )' This is done by induction on length ( P ). For
As all groups in question are finitely generated abelian, we conclude that
HOMOLOGY OF a pM
We now show how to distinguish among the iterated spins of M n , n ~ 3, by means of the homology of their universal covers. We start by describing the homology groups of apM, viewed as /En-modules, where n = n 1 M ~ n l (apM). Let In be the augmentation ideal ker(/En ~ /E) and c5(,) the Kronecker delta. To keep the notation compact we adopt the convention A O = 0, for a module A.
It reduces to the exact sequences 
We are now ready to describe the homology of apM. For P a tuple we will use a generalized Kronecker delta given by fl(i, P) = Eel#~p 6(i, IRI) .
Proof· It suffices to prove that Hi(apMO) = EBR~P Hi_IRI(Mo) E9 (In) . Again this is done by induction on length (P). If P = (p, pI), then In order to be able to distinguish among the Zn-modules in Lemma 3.3 we need a cancellation theorem. Namely, given n a finitely generated group, and 
This implies

== (Zn)t5(PJ-n+2 ,O)+fl(prn+ 2 ,P') EB (/n)fl(PJ'P').
As n is a Poincare-duality group of dimension n > 1, HI (n , Zn) = O. The cohomology exact sequence associated to the coefficient sequence 0 -+ In -+ Zn .!.. Z -+ 0 yields HI (n, In) == HO(n, Z) == Z. Therefore It follows from 2.3, 3.4 and 3.5 that the conjecture is true if either ( 1) M n is not a homology sphere, or (2) M n is a homology sphere with nlM finite, or (3) M n is an aspherical homology sphere. We showed in §3 how to reduce this problem to a cancellation theorem for Znmodules. If n = 3 we can bypass this seemingly difficult algebraic question by using some geometric arguments. Proof. Suppose apM ~ aQM. By the above, we only have to consider the case when M is a homology 3-sphere. In particular, M is orientable. Then M admits a prime factorization M = MI # ... #M, (see [8] ). The summands
M j are homology 3-spheres, with M j ~ S or M j ~ lR . We may assume n I M j :/; 1 , as homotopy sphere summands do not affect the homotopy type of M or that of its spins. We may also assume I ~ 2, for otherwise M = MI is of type (2) The above proof may be adapted to show that the Conjecture holds for connected sums of manifolds of type (1), (2) 
Then perform surgery on the curves t(cd)2 and u(ab)2. The resulting manifold is a homology 4-sphere M4 with 4 nlM = Z2 x nil: *z xz Z2 x nil:· 2 2 This group is not a free product, so M'f. MI #M 2 (unless MI or M2 is ~ S4). Moreover, the center Z2 x Z2 is not square-root closed in nlM, so none of Cappell's splitting theorems apply.
HOMOLOGY SPHERES
We now use the techniques of the previous sections to produce examples of homology spheres distinguished by certain homotopy type invariants. First recall a definition from [15] . Two connected CW-complexes KI and K2 have the same p-type I if there is a cellular map f: Ki P + ' ) -+ Ki P + ' ) with fIK(p) a homo-I topy equivalence. If KI and K2 are of the same p-type, they have isomorphic homotopy groups n j (i = 1, ... , p) and k-invariants k j (i = 1, ... , p -1) . 
In particular, for n ~ 5 we get two homology n-spheres with isomorphic 71:1 but distinct 71: 2 , In fact, we may get n -3 such manifolds by setting These are both free abelian groups of countable rank, but, by the proof of Corollary 3.5, are distinct as Z7I:-modules. 0 We conclude this section with examples of homology n-spheres distinguished by their k-invariants, generalizing those of [11] and [12] . Recall that the kinvariant of a CW-complex K is a cohomology class
It behaves nicely under p-spinning. Indeed, for n ~ 3 the inclusion map
Since continuous maps preserve k-invariants, it follows that
Notice also that for n ~ 4, Remark. One cannot get these high-dimensional homology spheres by directly spinning the three-dimensional ones. Indeed, for every i and j, Gp(r.;) is diffeomorphic to Gp(r.~). This is why we first had to construct r.: before being able to continue spinning.
ITERATED SPUN KNOTS
Let K = (Sn , Sn-2), n ~ 3, be a smooth n-knot. The p-spin of K is the n+ p-knot GpK = (GpS n , G p S n -2 ) . Cappell [3] shows that if X(K) = Sn\Sn-2 x D2 is the exterior of K, then X(GpK) = sP x X(K) U (d+ 1 X Sn-\d-n -I ) x Sl , identified along sP X Sn-2 X Sl . Moreover, if K is a standardly fibered knot, with fiber F;-I , then GpK is also standardly fibered, with fiber (GpF)o. He then notices that in general Gp+qK ' 1-GqGpK. For P a tuple, denote by G pK the iterated P-spin of K. We then venture the following conjecture.
Conjecture. If K is a nontrivial knot and P =1= Q, then apK ~ aQK .
One approach to this problem is to study the 'l..7t 1 X -module structure of ~ 1 the homology groups of X(apK) (of course H.(X(apK)) :;:: H.(S ) no longer provides any information). These groups can be computed using the description of H.(X(apK)) in [6] (see also [1, 5, 14] ), which is similar to that of H.(apM) in Lemma 3.1. The ensuing difficulties though are much the same as for closed manifolds. We thus will content ourselves with providing some evidence for the validity of the conjecture in case the knot is fibered. If K is a standardly fibered knot, with closed fiber not a homology sphere, then the conjecture is true.
In particular, if K = (S3, Sl) is fibered and nontrivial, then P =1= Q implies apK ~ aQK . If K is a topologically nontrivial knot in S4, its closed fiber F3 cannot be a homotopy S3 by the work of Freedman. It follows from Theorem 4.1 that:
If K = (S4, S2) is a standardly fibered knot not homeomorphic to the trivial knot, then the conjecture is true.
